The Wrepairstation: The ultimate work companion, always ready to
handover your needed instrument
Based on fifteen years of experience in repairing and maintaining
small electronics we invented the Wrepairstation.
It all started with our own problem: After reorganizing our
workbench, shortly thereafter it was messy again. Inquiry showed that
colleagues were struggling with the same problem. Some used
improvised solutions to organize their workplace, such as using home,
garden, and kitchen tools.
Two years ago the frustrations and stress motivated us to work on our
mission to manage this problem. And although we have a background
as industrial designers, it was not easy to design a station that would
keep all the tools in a logical and ergonomic position. It became an
even more difficult process when tools and requirements increased.
Inspired by nature we managed to create an overall Workstation that is
approved for all kinds of electronics repair industries. Based on our
own experience and those of our colleagues we considered that the
Wrepairstation should be useful for a wide target group. Therefor we
allowed for modular features meeting personal requirements, such as a
heat gun holder, tin dispenser, and expandable plier holder.
The Wrepairstation including all optional features has a symmetrical
layout, prepared for left and right hand users. The innovative and
ergonomic swivel arm can be set easily depending your working
angle.
Conclusion:
Ø The Wrepairstation is ESD Safe, eliminating the risk of
damaging sensitive electronic components
Ø The Wrepairstation meets the highest standard

A few Advantages of the Wrepairstation:
* Efficient and faster lead time
* Improving results
* Reduces chances of losing tools
* Positive effect
* Better work overview
* Ergonomic handling
* Designed for left and right handed users
* Prestigious and professional appearance
* ESD Safe
With this Wrepairstation your work is now:
* More clear
* More professional
* Ergonomic
* Faster
* More organized
* More comfortable
* More satisfying
* Less stressful
Product Specifications:
• Handmade in the Netherlands
• Full metal housing, solid build
• ESD-Safe
• 5X USB Power port, quick-charge & intelligent charging system.
• Expandable symmetrical features for personal requirements
• Small and compact, lightweight design
• Symmetrical layout for left and right hand users
• Anti-glare, anti-scratch coating application
• Innovative and ergonomic swivel arm
• Turning swivel arm, adjustable visual angle
• Pull towards, or push away swivel arm, adjustable work distance.
• Space for up to 50 tools
• Lifetime warranty*
*Electronic parts 24 months’ Warranty

